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The Timeline is designed to allow users to view activity related to them, as well as interacting with other users. The Timeline Event feed displays a wide 
variety of events, depending on a user's settings.

Viewing your own Timeline

The view you have of your own personal timeline feed contains the widest variety of events. Generally, it contains events releated to you, your 
connections, and some major system events.

Viewing someone else's Timeline

The view you have of someone else's timeline feed depends on two things:

Their security permissions
Your connection to them

Users have the ability to restrict viewing of their timeline by other users, through their  options in their . If a user Notification & Privacy Timeline Settings
has chosen to restrict their timeline, you may need to request to connect to them, and wait for their approval before you will be able to view their feed.

Generally, you will only be able to see events that relate to the user you are viewing, and not any other users.

Event List

Below is an outline of the events displayed in the timeline feed, and what can be seen in each of the above views.

Dashboard Events
Event Your View Someone Else's View

Dashboard View    

You viewed a dashboard tab

Dashboard Creation    

You create a dashboard tab

Someone else creates a dashboard tab

Dashboard Use    

You add a tab to your dashboard

Someone you are connected to adds a tab to their dashboard
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Dashboard Updates    

You updated a dashboard tab

Someone updated a tab you created

Someone updated a tab on your dashboard

Dashboard Distribution    

You distribute a dashboard tab to a user

Someone else distributes a dashboard tab to you

Discussion Events
Event Your View Someone Else's View

Discussion Creation    

You created a new discussion group

Someone created a new discussion group

Discussion Invites    

You are invited to join a discussion group

You joined a discussion group

Someone you are connected to joined a discussion group

Someone joined a discussion group you are a member of

Discussion Posts    

You posted in a discussion group

Someone posted in a discussion group you are a member of

Report Events
Event Your View Someone Else's View

Report View    



You viewed a report

Report Creation    

You created a report

Someone created a report

Report Bookmarks & Snapshots    

You created a report bookmark

You created a report snapshot

Report Favourites    

You added a report to your favourites

Someone you are connected to added a report to their favourites

Report Updates    

You updated a report

Someone updated a report you created

Someone updated a report you are subscribed to

Report Distribution & Broadcast    

You distribute a report to a user

Someone distributes a report to you

You received a broadcast report

You commented on a report

Report Comments    

Someone you are connected to commented on a report

Someone commented on a report you are subscribed to the comments on



Someone commented on a report you have set as a favourite

Report Approval    

You requested approval for a report

Someone requests a report to be approved by you

Your report has been approved

Your report has been rejected

You approved a report

You rejected a report

Report in Draft    

You notify someone that a dashboard report is in draft mode

Someone notifies you a dashboard report is in draft mode

Storyboard Events
Event Your View Someone Else's View

Storyboard View    

You viewed a storyboard

Storyboard Creation    

You created a new storyboard

Someone created a new storyboard

Storyboard Favourites    

You added a storyboard to your favourites

Someone you are connected to added a storyboard to their favourites

Storyboard Updates    



You updated a storyboard

Someone updated a storyboard you created

Storyboard Comments    

You commented on a storyboard

Someone you are connected to commented on a storyboard

Someone commented on a storyboard you are subscribed to comments on

Someone commented on a storyboard you have set as a favourite

Storyboard Distribution    

You distributes a storyboard to someone

Someone distributes a storyboard to you

User Profile Events
Event Your View Someone Else's View

Connection Requests & Approvals    

You connected to another user

Someone connected to you

You requested to connect to another user

Someone requested to connect to you

You accepted a connection request from someone

Someone accepted a connection request from you

Connection Deletions    

You deleted a connection to someone

Someone deleted a connection to you



Connection Rejections    

You rejected a connection request from someone

Someone rejected a connection request from you

Timeline Posts    

You posted a message to someone's timeline

Someone posted a message to you

Someone you are connected to posted on their own timeline

Someone you are connected to replied to a post on a timeline

Misc Events
Event Your View Someone Else's View

You uploaded a new image

You loaded a new CSV file

Someone loaded a new CSV file

You created a new view

Someone created a new view
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